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Three decades of Windsurfing history. One of the most
iconic brands in the sport. Fanatic boards continue to
define cutting-edge Windsurfing like no other brand on the
planet. With our World Champion level athletes constantly
testing and tuning our in-house prototypes, developed on
the test-winning CAD design platform, evolution is constant. All this is done in the scope of our ecologically-aware
mindset, dedicated to cleaner, better ways to make new
boards and remain »Ocean Minded«.

klaas
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Great for Nature, Great to Ride

While reducing ecological impacts and using ethically sourced raw materials was a primary goal,
we’ve also made major advances in construction
that bring significant performance benefits. In 2014
we’ll continue to use Innegra instead of Kevlar for
ultra-stiff, impact resistant and lighter layups and
maintain our use of recyclable Basalt and Bamboo,
and aerospace-proven Cork.
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WaveBoards that Work

New Quads, TriWaves and FreeWaves make an appearance in the 2014 Fanatic Wave line up. Coming
off a successful year with our 2013 Wave line up,
Fanatic now offers even more choice to perfectly
tune into the ride you want – with one, three or
four fins. Brand new shapes for the 76, 82, and 89
sized Quads, plus completely new TriWaves and
FreeWaves. Both the TriWave and the Quad feature
a wider outline, a flatter deck shape and a refined
bottom-shape that make them easier and increase
their performance at the same time. The flagship
FreeWave board features a slightly shorter, more
compact outline, with a fuller, rounder shape in the
nose area for easier planing and smooth Waveriding. Set it up as a powerful, early-planing Single
Fin, or a highly maneuverable Thruster shape. All
of our Wave / FreeWave models have got brand
new layups, with some significant weight savings
at no risk for keeping the solid Fanatic quality you
expect.
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Free Your Ride
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In our Freestyle lineup, the new Skate TE
– built on the board that won Gollito 5
Freestyle World Championships – has been
further tuned and tweaked to offer incredible
Freestyle performance. Power and pop are the
name of the game for this contest-dominating
rip stick – whether you’re a PWA pro, or just
dialing in your first Freestyle moves. We’ve
even added an extra size for lighter riders, the
Skate 85.
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Speeding to Freedom

Fanatic’s proven line of lightning-quick, highlymaneuverable Freeride- and Freeraceboard has only
gotten better. The do-it-all Gecko features two new
sizes (a 98 and 112 liter option) for the ultimate in
Freeride versatility for a modern Funboard, now in 3
constructions. The Shark remains as friendly and accessible as ever to advancing riders, while still offering
those with years of Windsurfing experience a ride that
they will not soon forget. The Hawk provides the best
maneuver / speed package on the market, for Freeriders
looking for extra performance!
Race Ready

Whether it’s our Ray or Falcon, Fanatic has the Race
scene dialed in both around the buoys and on the
speed course. With highly-tuned, race-ready boards
for Slalom, Light-Air Course Racing, or pure adrenaline GPS Speed Runs, the Fanatic Race collection will
get you there first. How fast you go depends entirely
on how hard you’re willing to press down on the gas
pedal. Brand new for 2014 is a Formula Raceboard,
rounding off the complete Raceboard programme
perfectly.
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Boards for Every Buyer

By offering our most popular shapes and sizes and a multitude
of constructions, Fanatic ensures there’s a shape for every buyer and every budget. Experience the contest-winning shapes of
our Skate TE in an affordable Biaxial Glass Sandwich, or try
the Shark in durable High Resistance Skin (HRS) construction.
Kids and Beginners Rip with Fanatic

Fanatic’s proven shapes for up-and-coming younger sailors
and progressing novices remain the same. Our well-recognized
Viper and Ripper shapes are appreciated by instructors and
their students. If spreading the joy of Windsurfing is one of
your dreams, then be sure to have a Viper in your quiver.
Everyone will want to ride it!
Your dream board is here with Fanatic. For more detailed
information on each board in our lineup visit fanatic.com,
where you’ll also find out more about our construction,
teamriders, and other products as well as constant news. To
stoke yourself out on cold, windless, winter days, check the
Fanatic Boardriding YouTube and Vimeo channels for killer
action and useful information. Finally, find our exclusive
Fanatic Boardriding App in the iTunes Store, also follow us on
Facebook Fanatic International for regular updates.
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CAD Shaping – Computer-Aided Design
With a decade of CAD shaping experience under his belt, there’s no question Fanatic shaper
and designer Sebastian Wenzel is one of the leading experts on computer-aided board design.
30 years of experience, 10 years of shapes, 10 years of data, 10 years of knowledge –
distilled into each and every board that Fanatic builds. The un-matched library of facts and
figures, successful shapes and proven rocker lines, volume flows and rail lines, is accessible
when tuning, tweaking and building the newest, most efficient shapes. With countless magazine tests won and dozens of world titles, the proof is on the water – Fanatic CAD shaping
techniques work.

S E B A S TIAN

W EN Z EL

»For ten years I’ve been comparing
3D prototypes side-by-side on screen
– and I’m still learning. But what the
CAD programme allows us to do is
make continual forward progress. It
takes wild experimentation out of the
process and replaces it with methodical study. The intangibility aspect is
removed. Old designs influence the
new ones. It’s about exploring new
theories with knowledge of what’s
worked before. CAD design still
inspires me, everyday.«

Pa r t o f t h e fa n at i c t e a m s i n c e 1 9 9 5 .

t e c h n o l o g y
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TECHNOLOGY
INNEGRA CARBON
[IC/LF]
LIGHT TECHNOLOG y
( D O U B LE & S INGLE )

INNEGRA CARBON /
BASALT CORK SANDWICH
[IC/BSLT/LF]
LIGHT TECHNOLOGY

BIAX CARBON SANDWICH
[BCS/LF]
LIGHT TECHNOLOGY
FALCON

QUAD TE  TRIWAVE TE SKATE TE
FREEWAVE TE
◊

◊

◊

HAWK LTD  Gecko LTD  SHARK LTD
◊

1
1

2

3

4
5

6

◊

1

2
3

4

7

5
8

2
3

4
5

6

6

victor

7

1 TOP COAT LIGHT FINISH
2 INNEGRA CARBON ON THE
DECK

5 BIAX GLASS-CLOTH
REINFORCEMENT

1 TOP COAT LIGHT FINISH

6 INSIDE SANDWICH LAYER

3 WOOD / CARBON REINFORCEMENT

3 WOOD / CARBON
REINFORCEMENT

7 GLASS-CLOTH
REINFORCEMENT

4 PVC OUTSIDE LAYER

8 SUPER LIGHT EPS FOAM

Innegra Carbon will be used again on the 2014 Waveand TE Freestyleboards. After seeing it work in our
boards over the last year, we’re confident in saying that
this material is lighter and more impact-resistant than
the Carbon Kevlar that it has now replaced on all TE
boards. Combined with double PVC / Wood Sandwich
and Wood / Carbon heel reinforcements, it guarantees
the most efficient construction in terms of weight and
maximum impact resistance. The Waveboards benefit
from Innegra Carbon Sandwich layups. The Skate Team
Edition has a Single Sandwich deck of Innegra Carbon
and a Carbon bottom. Each Team Edition model is
produced with the Light Finish look, where the primary
board colour gets mixed into the laminating resin, for
extra weight reduction.

2 INNEGRA CARBON-CLOTH

4 PVC-SANDWICH LAYER ON
Bottom / cork sandwich
on deck
5 GLASS-CLOTH
6 SUPER LIGHT EPS FOAM

1 TOP COAT LIGHT FINISH
2 BIAX CARBON
3 WOOD / CARBON REINFORCEMENT

4 PVC-SANDWICH LAYER
ON TOP AND BOTTOM OF
BOARD
5 GLASS-CLOTH
6 SUPER LIGHT EPS FOAM

7 BASALT-CLOTH

The top-level Innegra Carbon specification, in combination with the Cork Sandwich construction, provides
a perfect weight to stiffness / flex ratio. The Sandwich
combination with environment-friendly Cork Sandwich
technology and local glassed reinforcement provides a
perfect shock absorption in the stance area. On the bases
of the LTD boards Fanatic features the innovative Basalt
Cloth, a material that is not only technically superior to
standard cloth, but also environment-friendlier in both
its manufacturing and recycling processes. All these models are produced with the Light Finish look, where the
main board color gets mixed into the laminating resin,
for extra weight reduction.

Top quality and high-tech specification Biax Carbon has
a perfect weight to stiffness ratio as a result of its very
fine weave, plus has fantastic dynamic flex. Full Biax
Carbon is used on the decks and bottoms of the bigger
Falcons and Falcon Formula for maximum stiffness and
lightest possible weight. Whilst on the smaller Falcons
(79 – 100 liters) it is used only in the deck area for a
better flexibility of the boards in choppy conditions.
Combined with PVC Sandwich technology and Glass
reinforcements, the Biax Carbon provides a perfect
stiffness / flex / weight ratio on the Falcon Slalom and
Formula lines.

F a n a t i c windsurfing 2014
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CUSTOM WOOD SANDWICH
[CSW/LF]
LIGHT F i n i s h TECHNOLOGY

BIAX GLASS SANDWICH
[BGS/LF]
LIGHT F i n i s h TECHNOLOGY

voget

BAMBOO SANDWICH
[BOS/LF]
LIGHT F i n i s h TECHNOLOGY

HIGH RESISTANCE SKIN
[HRS]
Gecko

FreeWave

1

4

3
2
5

Skate

1

◊

Ray

HAWK

1
2

7

8

5

4

6

Shark

Viper

◊

◊

Ripper

2

3

4

◊

GECKO

1

2
3

6

◊

3

6

5

4

6
5

7

1 TOP COAT LIGHT FINISH
2 GLASS-CLOTH

5 GLASS-CLOTH
REINFORCEMENT

1 TOP COAT LIGHT FINISH

5 GLASS-CLOTH

1 TOP COAT clear

2 BIAX GLASS-CLOTH

6 SUPER LIGHT EPS FOAM

2 GLASS-CLOTH

3 WOOD / GLASS-CLOTH
REINFORCEMENT ON
THE DECK

6 INSIDE SANDWICH LAYER

3 WOOD REINFORCEMENT

7 GLASS-CLOTH
REINFORCEMENT

4 PVC OUTSIDE LAYER

8 SUPER LIGHT EPS FOAM

4 PVC-SANDWICH LAYER
ON TOP AND BOTTOM OF
BOARD

A lightweight yet robust Wood and Glass fiber construction allows a very high strength-to-weight ratio.
Combined with the Double Sandwich construction, this
is an extremely durable layup. The thick PVC Sandwich,
Wood and Fiberglass easily absorb high forces, even
from the hardest landings! This construction is used on
standard FreeWave models.

A specific combination of top quality Biax Glass fabrics
combined with PVC and Wood layers on the deck and
bottom provides optimised durability for the standard
Skates and the Ray models. The light finish helps to
reach an excellent weight-to-price ratio.

3 WOOD / GLASS REINFORCEMENT

4 bamboo SANDWICH LAYER
ON TOP

5 GLASS REINFORCEMENT
ON THE RAILS

5 GLASS-CLOTH

1 HIGH RESISTANCE SKIN
(EVA deck ON VIPER AND
RIPPER)

6 SUPER LIGHT EPS FOAM

2 GLASS REINFORCEMENT

7 REINFORCEMENT GLASS
INLAYS

3 GLASS COMPLEX LAYER

6 SUPER LIGHT EPS FOAM

4 COMBINED GLASS-CLOTH
ON THE DECK

The Bamboo Sandwich Light technology is a combination of top quality and intelligent layup specifications,
Bamboo Sandwich and Glass / Wood reinforcements.
This unique construction offers extremely competitive
weights at value prices. Used for the Hawk and Gecko
models, with the clear visible Bamboo material in the deck.

t e c h n o l o g y

High Resistance composite technology – an optimum
weight and durable construction for everyday use.
A thick, durable outer skin gives the board hull high
strength, plus ding and impact resistance. Strategic use
of Glass reinforcements ensures an adequate stiffness.
Used on the standard Shark and Gecko, as well as on the
Viper / Ripper ranges in combination with a user-friendly
EVA deck.
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Textreme ® innegra carbon
[TXTR IC / LF]
LIGHT F i n i s h TECHNOLOGY

The Spread Tow structure makes it possible
to achieve thinner laminates.
Straighter fibers with reduced crimp
optimize and strengthen the composite.

FREEWAVE TExtreme ®

Lower crimp reduce the amount of excess
plastic, thereby minimizing weight.
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Spread tow fabrics
for ultra light composites
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Freewave TXTR

37

5

6
7

conventional carbon fabrics
(Regular Tow)

1 TOP COAT LIGHT FINISH

5 GLASS-CLOTH

2 INNEGRA CARBON-CLOTH

6 SUPER LIGHT EPS FOAM

3 WOOD / CARBON REINFORCEMENT

7 TEXTREME® CARBON

4 PVC-SANDWICH LAYER ON TOP
AND BOTTOM OF BOARD
TeXtreme® carbon fabrics
(Spread Tow)

Lightweight. Stiff. Incredible. The TeXtreme® line is the most exclusive, high-performance construction in Windsurfing today. Available in
select-model Fanatic boards, the TeXtreme® takes advantage of Innegra’s
resin-absorption ability, weight-reduction, stiffness, impact protection and
UV-resistance. The Oxeon-built fabric allows incredibly light PVC Sandwich layups, with the added bonus of fully visible carbon rail and bottom
graphics. High-quality full Innegra Carbon on the rest of the deck round
out the TeXtreme® construction to create the strongest, lightest, stiffest
board on the market. Less resin, less weight, more strength. It doesn’t get
better than TeXtreme®.

t e c h n o l o g y
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To play in the ocean, we have to take care of it. That’s why every Fanatic board proudly
displays the Fanatic Ocean Minded logo. It’s our promise to build our boards with a cleaner,
greener environment in mind. In 2013, we became one of the few brands to use ecologicallyfriendly cork in our boards and will continue to do so in 2014. While much of the boardbuilding industry still relies on toxic, harmful processes to build boards, Fanatic does everything it can to offset our carbon footprint. We’re also using ethically-sourced and sustainable
raw materials whenever possible – for both the health of the planet and its people. This
never-ending mission to improve our processes and products will have us constantly tweaking and tuning our construction techniques, packaging materials and distribution methods
– all for a better Fanatic future.
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Oz o n e- F ree Foa m B l a nk s
Blown without generating ozone and greenhouse gases and
expanded using of just steam for zero waste / dust product.

arthur

L es s Pa i n t Mo r e Pict u r e s q u e
By using optimized colour components and resin systems
based on their solvent concentration we’ve managed to
produce striking graphics that have minimized environmental
consequences.

Pack ag e S m a r t
Streamlined transportation packaging without compromising
protection demands less fuel to deliver and can be mostly
recycled once again.

A u d i ted Faci l it ie s Fo r H e a lt h ie r Wo r k e r s
All of our audited production sites take particular care to
extract all dust and gas particles through adequate vacuum
and filtration systems.

B y c h o o s i n g Fa n at i c y o u ’ r e m at c h i n g o u r c o m m i t m e n t
to make this planet a safer place to sail

t e c h n o l o g y
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C o r k

C o n s t ru c t i o n

Cork isn’t just a highly-renewable, naturallysourced wood fiber material – it’s also a highperformance choice for Windsurfing gear. Sufficient
for fighter jets and NASA spacecraft, cork’s high
stiffness characteristics make it the perfect partial
replacement for PVC for the LTD line Innegra
Carbon Freerideboards. With its’ perfect weight
to stiffness / flex ratio and superior memory it’s
the ideal choice for shock absorption in the stance
area. Cork is efficient under the vacuum, requiring
less resin for each board. It also works well in concert with Fanatic’s Basalt Cloth resin-absorption
properties, letting Fanatic tint colorways during
the layup process, creating the unique look that
Fanatic boards are famous for. Finally, it’s safer
for those building our boards to work with – and,
along with Basalt Cloth – is partially recyclable,
meaning a lower disposal impact when it’s time for
your Fanatic board to be replaced.
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B y c h o o s i n g Fa n at i c y o u ’ r e m at c h i n g o u r c o m m i t m e n t
to make this planet a safer place to sail

t e c h n o l o g y
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f o r m o r e i n f o r m at i o n
please check WWW.FANATIC.COM

Victor Fernandez about Klaas Voget:

»Klaas is a great talent all around but his speciality
definitely is riding big waves. He’s one of my best
friends and always brings up new and innovative
ideas for Fanatic which are mostly used in production
boards after we tested them together.«

Quad TE 69

Quad TE 76

Quad TE 82

Quad TE 89

Quad TE 101

Width 52.5 cm

Width 55.5 cm

Width 57.5 cm

Width 60 cm

Width 63.5 cm

Length 225 cm

Length 226 cm

Length 227 cm

Length 228 cm

Length 230 cm

Fittings Choco Fins
2 × 9 cm / 2 × 14 cm G10;
4 × SlotBox;

Fittings Choco Fins
2 × 9.5 cm / 2 × 14.5 cm G10;
4 × SlotBox;

Fittings Choco Fins
2 × 9.5 cm / 2 × 14.5 cm G10;
4 × SlotBox;

Fittings Choco Fins
2 × 10 cm / 2 × 14.5 cm G10;
4 × SlotBox;

Fittings Choco Fins
2 × 10 cm / 2 × 15 cm G10;
4 × SlotBox;

Sailsize 3.3 – 5.0 m²

Sailsize 3.7 – 5.3 m²

Sailsize 4.0 – 5.8 m²

Sailsize 4.2 – 6.2 m²

Sailsize 4.5 – 6.5 m²

F a n a t i c windsurfing 2014
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Nayra Alonso about
Alessio Stillrich:

Alessi

ri
o Still

»I remember when Alessio was just a tiny
little kid already sailing in Pozo and with
his young age being so determined and
focused on sailing and learning as much as
he could. Now he has become one of the
top guys here in Gran Canaria and that
in itself is a huge achievement. He proved
that last year in the contests in Pozo and
Tenerife when riding against some of
the top names on tour. I am sure we can
expect big things from him in the future.
He is passionate, motivated, focused and
talented: he has a very bright future ahead
of him!«
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Under the lip. Down the line. If you’re a Waveriding purist, the Quad is your Waveboard.
Designed to operate at maximum performance close to the curl, the Quad has been tuned
up even more. A new scoop rocker line with a reduced concave / double concave bottom
shape, plus the wider center with a flatter deck, offers simple stability combined with the
snappiest of turns. Maintaining the Quad’s well-respected and thoroughly-tested surfing
and planing abilities while increasing the comfort and usability was the goal – a tough
challenge. With many weeks of on-the-water testing, countless prototypes, and hours and
hours of analysis, we have finally found the combination of design features that works for
everyone, while improving on the performance of its very successful predecessor. An early
planing, easy-to-use board – designed for radical Wave action. Ride the Quad, and rip the
wave to pieces.

nayra

alonso
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f e a t ur e s

—— 3 new, fully-developed shapes
—— Side fins with slight tow for perfect water flow, maximum grip, and projection
—— New scoop rocker line with a lower entry and slightly more tail rocker for
surfing action, with power, grip and speed
—— Reduced concaves to compensate for lower rocker; maximum carving and
low-end performance
—— Short and compact outlines for tight radius turns
—— Rounded square tails for additional projection and snappier turns
Leon

—— Wider center with flatter deck for early planing and easy balance and stand

Jamaer

—— CAD analyzed concave / double concave bottom shape reworked to deliver more
early planing performance and more speed on the wave, including a power section
between the foot straps
—— SlotBox fin system for reduced weight and drag

Noah Voecker-Roche
about Leon Jamaer:

»Leon and I shared an apartment in Pozo, he is an open,
funny and nice guy. His sailing
has improved a lot since I have
seen him last year on PWA live
stream. I like his style with the
tweak Pushloops a lot and his
Spaghetti Bolognese too!«

F a n a t i c windsurfing 2014
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PWA Wave World Champ 2010,
PWA Vice World Champ 2012
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f o r m o r e i n f o r m at i o n
please check WWW.FANATIC.COM

Triwave TE 69

Triwave TE 76

Triwave TE 81

Triwave TE 88

Triwave TE 95

Triwave TE 103

Width 54.5 cm

Width 56 cm

Width 58 cm

Width 59.5 cm

Width 61.5 cm

Width 63.5 cm

Length 226 cm

Length 227 cm

Length 228 cm

Length 229 cm

Length 231 cm

Length 232 cm

Fittings MFC TF
2 ×11 cm / 1 × 16 cm;
2 × SlotBox /
Center US Box;

Fittings MFC TF
2 × 11 cm / 1 × 17 cm;
2 × SlotBox /
Center US Box;

Fittings MFC TF
2 × 11 cm / 1 × 18 cm;
2 × SlotBox /
Center US Box;

Fittings MFC TF
2 × 12 cm / 1 × 18 cm;
2 × SlotBox /
Center US Box;

Fittings MFC TF
2 × 12 cm / 1 × 19 cm;
2 × SlotBox /
Center US Box;

Fittings MFC TF
2 × 12 cm / 1 × 20 cm;
2 × SlotBox /
Center US Box;

Sailsize 3.3 – 5.0 m²

Sailsize 3.7 – 5.3 m²

Sailsize 4.0 – 5.8 m²

Sailsize 4.2 – 6.2 m²

Sailsize 4.5 – 6.5 m²

Sailsize 4.7 – 6.7 m²
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Leon Jamaer about Noah VoeckerRoche:

»Noah is a super humble and easy going
person. Having him around is pure fun as
he is always good for a laugh. On the water,
though, sharing a session with him can
be quite frustrating when the 13-year-old
lightweight catches all the good waves before
you even have a chance to look at them.
However, if you look at the size of his lower
legs, ankles and the fact that he eats a lot,
this will change soon as his dimensions are
just about to explode.«

amaer
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Y o urs .

Meet the brand new TriWave. Completely redesigned for 2014, each of the six sizes
features a tuned-up shape that begins with an overall wider and more compact outline.
You need planing power? We’ve got it with a decreased tail rocker and a V bottom shape.
Combined with the flatter deck, we’ve created a more stable stance, while still improving
the turning capabilities thanks to the shorter shape and a snappy tail outline. Super easy
and user-friendly. This is the board for all-around Wave conditions.
The best part? Ride your TriWave as a Thruster and enjoy the full performance of a
radical Waveboard, or turn it into a Single Fin, to give you maximum planing power and
drive down the line. Versatility is the name of the game with the TriWave. Whatever the
conditions, whatever your style – the TriWave will deliver pure fun.

k e y

f e a t ur e s

—— 6 new shapes with a new outline, featuring slightly wider fishtails for better
low-end performance and snappy turns
—— V bottom shape with light, tuned double concaves for smooth flow, compensating
for the wider tail and helping accelerate out of turns
—— Proven rocker line with slightly less tail rocker – the perfect combination of
performance and surfing capability
—— Wider center with flatter deck for early planing and easy balance and stance
—— Full and soft rails up the nose for balance and control – these rails never catch –
sharp and crisp rails on the tail for projection and grip
—— Side fins with slight tow for perfect water flow, maximizing grip and projection
—— SlotBox sidefins with US Center Box offer maximum tuning abilities
nayra

alonso

—— TriWaves perfectly fill the gap between FreeWaves and Quads
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Klaas Voget about Victor Fernandez:

»Victor is a great sportsman and a true World Champion! He has a very professional approach and is one
of the most complete windsurfers on the PWA Tour. At the same time he’s a really down to earth person
who is always polite, spreads a positive vibe and loves to spend time with his friends and family. It doesn’t
matter if it’s Windsurfing, SUP, Surfing or something like Tennis, Victor is very talented in all sports he
does. He’s one of my best friends and an inspiration for all of us in the Fanatic team.«

victor
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freewave TXTR
86, 96

freewave TXTR
106

f o r m o r e i n f o r m at i o n
please check WWW.FANATIC.COM

Freewave Txtr 86

Freewave Txtr 96

Freewave Txtr 106

Width 58.5 cm

Width 61 cm

Width 63.5 cm

Length 233 cm

Length 234 cm

Length 235 cm

Fittings MFC TF
2 × 11 cm / 1 × 19 cm;
2 × SlotBox / Power Box;

Fittings MFC TF
2 × 12 cm / 1 × 19 cm;
2 × SlotBox / Power Box;

Fittings MFC TF
FW 29 cm G10;
2 × SlotBox / Power Box;

Sailsize 4.2 – 6.5 m²

Sailsize 4.5 – 6.7 m²

Sailsize 4.7 – 7.0 m²
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f o r m o r e i n f o r m at i o n
please check WWW.FANATIC.COM

FreeWave TE 76

FreeWave TE 86

FreeWave TE 96

FreeWave TE 106

FreeWave TE 116

Width 56 cm

Width 58.5 cm

Width 61 cm

Width 63.5cm

Width 66 cm

Length 232 cm

Length 233 cm

Length 234 cm

Length 235 cm

Length 236 cm

Fittings MFC TF
2 × 11 cm / 1 × 18 cm;
2 × SlotBox / Center US Box;

Fittings MFC TF
2 × 11 cm / 1 × 19 cm;
2 × SlotBox / Power Box;

Fittings MFC TF
2 × 12 cm / 1 × 19 cm;
2 × SlotBox / Power Box;

Fittings MFC
FW 29 cm G10;
2 × SlotBox / Power Box;

Fittings MFC
FW 30 cm G10;
Power Box;

Sailsize 3.7 – 6.0 m²

Sailsize 4.2 – 6.5 m²

Sailsize 4.5 – 6.7 m²

Sailsize 4.7 – 7.0 m²

Sailsize 5.0 – 7.3 m²
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»I know Nayra for quite a long time now and can’t remember a single day seeing her sad or
de-motivated. She always tries to make the best out of everything which is contagious! Besides
that she’s got a great personality and I think everybody is happy to have her around!«

nayra

alonso

f o r m o r e i n f o r m at i o n
please check WWW.FANATIC.COM

FreeWave 76

FreeWave 86

FreeWave 96

FreeWave 106

FreeWave 116

Width 56 cm

Width 58.5 cm

Width 61 cm

Width 63.5cm

Width 66 cm

Length 232 cm

Length 233 cm

Length 234 cm

Length 235 cm

Length 236 cm

Fittings Fanatic
FW 23 cm G10;
US Box;

Fittings Fanatic
FW 25 cm G10;
Power Box;

Fittings Fanatic
FW 27 cm G10;
Power Box;

Fittings Fanatic
FW 29 cm G10;
Power Box;

Fittings Fanatic
FW 29 cm G10;
Power Box;

Sailsize 3.7 – 6.0 m²

Sailsize 4.2 – 6.5 m²

Sailsize 4.5 – 6.7 m²

Sailsize 4.7 – 7.0 m²

Sailsize 5.0 – 7.3 m²
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The original FreeWave was built with one thought in mind: to offer ultimate freedom on
any wave the ocean can create – for every sailor. As we approached 2014 we were tasked
with a new challenge: how to make the best even better? This is a question that we have
been trying to answer for years. With our flagship FreeWave range being one of the most
loved boards on the market today, it was out of question to introduce a new board that
might not beat the highly decorated shape. Better was the only option.
victor

ker
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dez

After a long, intensive R&D cycle, including years of prototyping and testing around the
world, Fanatic proudly introduces a completely new design for the 2014 FreeWave range
in the sizes 76, 86, 96, 106, 116. It’s the most versatile FreeWave model ever conceived.
The new compact fishtail outline, combined with a flatter mid-deck section and carefully
formed rails produce a harmonically tuned shape that offers unrivaled performance on flat
water and in waves.
A powerful bottom shape, comprised of a slight V and shallow double concave sitting on
a quick scoop rocker line, ensures early planing along with potential for down-the-line
speed.
And the real revolution – ride any new FreeWaveTE or TeXtreme® as a Thruster or a
Single Fin. Choose between the lightest technology available or the best value-for-yourmoney construction. Make your FreeWave what you want it to be. Then simply enjoy.
k e y
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—— Slightly shorter and more compact with increased outline area in the nose for earlier
planing and smooth Waveriding
—— Fishtail and rounded nose
—— New CAD designed scoop rocker line
—— Slight V and double concave bottom shape
uis
d e Op h
Eva Ou

—— Fuller, smoother rail in the nose area, with higher apex and more tucked-under edge
—— Flatter mid-deck section for better stance and volume efficiency
—— Small boards tuned for Waveriding
—— Thruster option for full Wave performance
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5 × PWA Freestyle World Champ
(2012, 2010, 2009, 2008 & 2006)
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f o r m o r e i n f o r m at i o n
please check WWW.FANATIC.COM

André Paskowski about Gollito Estredo:

»Gollito is a great friend. I guess we helped each other a
lot to get where we are now. His strength is that he stays
down-to-earth despite his great success. This allows him
to push Freestyle to new levels on every session he is going
out for. Watching him sail is pure joy, it seems Freestyle
belongs the way he is performing it.«

Skate TE 85

Skate TE 93

Skate TE 101

Skate TE 111

Width 60 cm

Width 62 cm

Width 64 cm

Width 66.5 cm

Length 229 cm

Length 228 cm

Length 228 cm

Length 227 cm

Fittings Choco Fins
Royal Flush 17.5 G10;
SlotBox 13 cm;

Fittings Choco Fins
Royal Flush 19 G10;
SlotBox 13 cm;

Fittings Choco Fins
Royal Flush 20 G10;
SlotBox 13 cm;

Fittings Choco Fins
Royal Flush 22 G10;
SlotBox 13 cm;

Sailsize 3.7 – 5.9 m²

Sailsize 4.2 – 6.4 m²

Sailsize 4.5 – 7.0 m²

Sailsize 5.0 – 7.5 m²
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Nik Baker about Max Rowe:

»Maximus Rowe, what can I say? I managed to bring Max to Fanatic a couple of
years back as I could see he was not only progressing in his Windsurfing but most
importantly he seemed to be a great personality and team player. Well he has paid us
back immensely and I do feel proud of his achievements not only on the water but
how he conducts himself off the water as this is sometimes harder for the younger
generation to do when the world sees you as a super star – keep it up Max!«

Skate bgs 100

Skate bgs 110

Width 63.5 cm

Width 66.5 cm

Length 235 cm

Length 237 cm

Fittings Choco Fins
Royal Flush 21 G10;
Power Box;

Fittings Choco Fins
Royal Flush 23 G10;
Power Box;

Sailsize 4.5 – 7.0 m²

Sailsize 5.0 – 7.5 m²
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s k at e T E :
Explosive tricks. Double and triple rotations. Pop, sizzle, and style. Whether it’s in magazine test or on the PWA World Tour, the Skate Team Edition (TE) line has a history of
winning. Year after year, the Fanatic Skate and Gollito Estredo – 5-times Freestyle World
Champion – have proven the dominance of this winning combo. To guarantee Gollito’s
quiver is never lacking, we’ve built 4 brand new shapes, including two models on the
small side of the range.
For Big Moves format competition or simply trying tricks in your backyard spot, the
Skate’s super-quick rocker with the early planing Power V bottom has you up to speed in
a second, ready to explode instantly into the most radical move. The rounded nose offers
easy transition from aerial manoeuvres into sliding tricks. The defined rail shape ensures
pop, control and superior carving capabilities. For 2014, a new tail design with integrated
arch support in the tail pad offers the ultimate in comfort and control and eliminates the
double-rail shape in the tail. Innegra Carbon remains as a lighter, stiffer and more UV
resistant laminate in the TE model’s 85, 93, 101, and 111-liter sizes.

s k at e B G S :
For Freestyle newbies, those practicing classic and carving moves and even small wave use
we’ve kept the test-winning 100 and 110 models which are slightly longer and forgiving
for freestyle fun at any level. Available in economic Biax Glass Sandwich Light
Technology only. Ride the Skate – ride the champion’s choice.
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—— 4 new shapes in the line, developed by
tried and tested concepts

—— 2 proven shapes, slightly longer for
entry level Freestyle / Freeride

—— Shorter outlines characterise the reverse
length concept – bigger boards are
shorter than smaller models

—— Clean volume flow allows for better
classic »carving« manouevers

—— New tail deck design with integrated
arch support in the tail pad for a better
grip on moves and more comfort while
riding

—— Best combination of Classic / New
School freestyle features

—— Thinner rails between stance for better
carving freestyle manoeuvres
—— Full and soft rails in the nose for easy
entry into sliding manoeuvres
—— Power V bottom shape for perfect
sliding
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f o r m o r e i n f o r m at i o n
please check WWW.FANATIC.COM

hawk ltd 97

hawk ltd 111

hawk ltd 125

hawk ltd 135

Width 61 cm

Width 65 cm

Width 69 cm

Width 73 cm

Length 240 cm

Length 245 cm

Length 245 cm

Length 245 cm

Fittings Fanatic
Hawk 30 cm G10;
Power Box;

Fittings Fanatic
Hawk 36 cm G10;
Power Box;

Fittings Fanatic
Hawk 39 cm G10;
Power Box;

Fittings Fanatic
Hawk 46 cm G10;
Power Box;

Sailsize 4.5 – 7.5 m²

Sailsize 5.0 – 8.0 m²

Sailsize 5.5 – 8.5 m²

Sailsize 6.0 – 9.0 m²
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hawk bamboo 97

hawk bamboo 111

hawk bamboo 125

hawk bamboo 135

Width 61 cm

Width 65 cm

Width 69 cm

Width 73 cm

Length 240 cm

Length 245 cm

Length 245 cm

Length 245 cm

Fittings Fanatic
Hawk 30 cm GFK;
Power Box;

Fittings Fanatic
Hawk 36 cm GFK;
Power Box;

Fittings Fanatic
Hawk 39 cm GFK;
Power Box;

Fittings Fanatic
Hawk 46 cm GFK;
Power Box;

Sailsize 4.5 – 7.5 m²

Sailsize 5.0 – 8.0 m²

Sailsize 5.5 – 8.5 m²

Sailsize 6.0 – 9.0 m²
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Speed, power, and pure Windsurfing thrill. When something works, it’s best not to fix it.
This pedigreed predator redefined the Freeride category in 2013 and will continue to wow
testers in 2014. The 97, 111, 125 and 135 liter Hawks are derived from our best Freestyle
and Slalom shapes, for a unique blend of jibing perfection, early planing and top-end
speed that holds a place in any windsurfer’s dream quiver.
Refined fast rocker lines with tuned tail release – most noticeably on the 97 – on wider
compact shapes with thin, tucked-under edges make for perfect all-rounders that don’t
catch rails in carving or sliding moves. Comfy deck doming in the tail and strap areas as
well as a recessed deck guarantee you’re always in control in flat water, swell or chop.
All sizes are offered in either eco-friendly and durable Bamboo Sandwich Light or
ultra-stiff, lightweight and impact-resistant Innegra Carbon / Basalt Cork Sandwich LF
LTD construction. The LTD construction features environment-friendly Cork Sandwich
technology on the deck and the high-tech Basalt Cloth on the board base, creating one of
the most responsive rides around. For extra weight-savings, the LTD edition features our
Light Finish look, in which board colour is mixed into the resin. From esteemed magazine
testers: »This board flies over the water and offers lots of acceleration. Free under the feet
and very exhilarating in light to medium winds once you are planing!« No matter what
kind of windsurfer you are, you’ll love your ride on the Hawk.
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F e a t ur e s

—— One-length concept compact shapes with wide center point and round nose for
balance, early planing and smooth carves (does not apply to the 97)
—— Innegra replaces Kevlar for ultra-stiff, impact resistant and light layup using less
wetted resin for ecological sensitivity
—— Thin, tucked rails for ultimate carving pleasure
—— Double concave nose entry section runs to Power V bottom, tuned tail kick and 75°
pintail for comfort and control in chop and turns
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Max Rowe about
Nik Baker:

»Nik is one of the all time
legends of our sport who
needs no introduction to most.
Watching Nik windsurf is
always a real pleasure, whether
it’s just Freeriding or ripping
at Ho'okipa his raw talent and
ability always shines through.
As well as being an incredible
windsurfer Nik is also an all
round great guy and I'm lucky
enough to have him as my
boss.«
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nik ba

f o r m o r e i n f o r m at i o n
please check WWW.FANATIC.COM

gecko ltd 98

gecko ltd 105

gecko ltd 112

gecko ltd 120

gecko ltd 135

Width 63 cm

Width 69 cm

Width 73 cm

Width 77 cm

Width 83 cm

Length 239 cm

Length 239 cm

Length 239 cm

Length 239 cm

Length 239 cm

Fittings Fanatic
Gecko 33 cm G10;
Power Box;

Fittings Fanatic
Gecko 36 cm G10;
Power Box;

Fittings Fanatic
Gecko 37.5 cm G10;
Power Box;

Fittings Fanatic
Gecko 39 cm G10;
Power Box;

Fittings Fanatic
Gecko 46 cm G10;
Power Box;

Sailsize 4.5 – 7.5 m²

Sailsize 5.0 – 8.0 m²

Sailsize 5.5 – 8.5 m²

Sailsize 6.0 – 9.0 m²

Sailsize 7.0 – 10.0 m²
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gecko bamboo 98

gecko bamboo 105

gecko bamboo 112

gecko bamboo 120

gecko bamboo 135

Width 63 cm

Width 69 cm

Width 73 cm

Width 77 cm

Width 83 cm

Length 239 cm

Length 239 cm

Length 239 cm

Length 239 cm

Length 239 cm

Fittings Fanatic
Gecko 33 cm GFK;
Power Box;

Fittings Fanatic
Gecko 36 cm GFK;
Power Box;

Fittings Fanatic
Gecko 37.5 cm GFK;
Power Box;

Fittings Fanatic
Gecko 39 cm GFK;
Power Box;

Fittings Fanatic
Gecko 46 cm GFK;
Power Box;

Sailsize 4.5 – 7.5 m²

Sailsize 5.0 – 8.0 m²

Sailsize 5.5 – 8.5 m²

Sailsize 6.0 – 9.0 m²

Sailsize 7.0 – 10.0 m²
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Arthur Arutkin:

piana

»Arthur is my little brother
and a great waterman. He
loves to be on the water
for Windsurfing or for
Stand Up Paddling and is
very talented in both! He
progresses very fast and
also has the right feeling
for all conditions. I’m
super proud of him and I
wish him a very successful
career.«
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f o r m o r e i n f o r m at i o n
please check WWW.FANATIC.COM

gecko HRS 98

gecko HRS 105

gecko HRS 112

gecko HRS 120

gecko HRS 135

Width 63 cm

Width 69 cm

Width 73 cm

Width 77 cm

Width 83 cm

Length 239 cm

Length 239 cm

Length 239 cm

Length 239 cm

Length 239 cm

Fittings Fanatic
Gecko 33 cm GFK;
Power Box;

Fittings Fanatic
Gecko 36 cm GFK;
Power Box;

Fittings Fanatic
Gecko 37.5 cm GFK;
Power Box;

Fittings Fanatic
Gecko 39 cm GFK;
Power Box;

Fittings Fanatic
Gecko 46 cm GFK;
Power Box;

Sailsize 4.5 – 7.5 m²

Sailsize 5.0 – 8.0 m²

Sailsize 5.5 – 8.5 m²

Sailsize 6.0 – 9.0 m²

Sailsize 7.0 – 10.0 m²
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Gotta ride a Gecko? This year you’ll be able to do it on two brand new sizes, as we added
a 98 and 112 liter option to the extra wide and thin-railed manoeuvre-friendly line that
redefines the modern Funboard. With width comes support – the Gecko offers stability comparable to boards 15 liters larger. Flat decks with thinned-out edges produce a
hull capable of extreme, tight-carving performance. Taking a cue from Freestyle shapes
like our ultra-successful Skate, the extra width gets you going quickly with smaller sails.
The Gecko boasts a proven rocker line and tuned tail kick release to deliver the ultimate
quick-to-plane, responsive Freemove ride. With three construction options – affordable
High Resistance Skin, super-durable Bamboo Sandwich Light construction, or Innegra
Carbon / Basalt Cork Sandwich LF LTD Edition, there’s a Gecko that’s right for everybody.
The deck on the LTD version features Cork Sandwich technology and high-tech Basalt
Cloth on the board base. The result? Truly eco-friendly materials on one of the most responsive rides around. LTD models also sport the Light Finish look, where the main board
color is mixed into the laminating resin, for extra weight reduction.

Piana
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—— Extra-wide compact outline for early planing and stability
—— Efficient low volume profile
—— 75° pintail for reduced drag and control
—— Proven fast performance scoop rocker line with added tail kick
—— Flat deck with thin rails for ultimate carving sensation
—— Flat panel Power V bottom shape

Arthur Arutkin about Alice Arutkin:

»Alice is my sister and whenever I go windsurfing with
her I’m always surprised about her great style and the way
she is shredding the waves. We train a lot together and she
always gives me excellent tips.«
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Shark LTD 135

Shark LTD 150

Width 73 cm

Width 78 cm

Length 245 cm

Length 250 cm

Fittings Fanatic
Shark 48 cm G10;
Power Box;

Fittings Fanatic
Shark 52 cm G10;
Power Box;

Sailsize 6.0 – 9.0 m²

Sailsize 6.5 – 9.5 m²
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Shark HRS 105

Shark hrs 120

Shark hrs 135

Shark hrs 150

Shark hrs 165

Width 65 cm

Width 69 cm

Width 73 cm

Width 78 cm

Width 83 cm

Length 240 cm

Length 245 cm

Length 245 cm

Length 250 cm

Length 255 cm

Fittings Fanatic
Shark 39 cm GFK;
Power Box;

Fittings Fanatic
Shark 42 cm GFK;
Power Box;

Fittings Fanatic
Shark 48 cm GFK;
Power Box;

Fittings Fanatic
Shark 50 cm GFK;
Power Box;

Fittings Fanatic
Shark 54 cm GFK;
Power Box;

Sailsize 5.0 – 7.5 m²

Sailsize 5.5 – 8.0 m²

Sailsize 6.0 – 9.0 m²

Sailsize 6.5 – 9.5 m²

Sailsize 7.0 – 10.0 m²
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Sometimes you simply need to Windsurf. Whether it’s Freeride cruising or blasting with
your friends, you need a board that knows how to go. That’s the Shark. While it’s perfect
for progression and forgiving to intermediates, the Shark lacks no bite in hard-carving
super-tight turns – and tests proved it. With top scores in user-friendliness, highwind
speeds and maneuverability, the Shark is a board we’re happy to keep precisely as it is.
From smooth, graceful cruising to lightning speed runs, the Shark is the perfect platform
for fast learners or those looking for a lifetime of Freeride pleasure – or an automatic jibe
machine. The proven CAD shaped scoop rocker, comfy domed decks and compact outline
are easy to use and push to the limits. 5 durable, high-value sizes come in High Resistance
Skin (HRS) construction with PowerBox fins. The most popular 135 and 150 liter LTD
sizes are also available in eco-friendly, impact-resistant, super-light and stiff Innegra
Carbon / Basalt Cork Sandwich LF construction. LTD construction features Cork in
the deck, high-performance, environmentally friendly Basalt Cloth in the base, and our
weight-saving Light Finish look in which board coloring is mixed into the resin. In 2014,
the Shark will continue to define the phrase »Freeride«.
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—— Easy-to-use compact outline and efficient volume flow and feel
—— 80° pintail for drag reduction, jibing and top-end control
—— Smooth and forgiving ride from full front rails blending into thinner tail for grip and
tight turns
—— Double concave cuts through the chop at high speed
—— Responsive foot-steering feel from deluxe deck doming
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Peter Volwater
about Pierre
Mortefon:
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»Pierre Mortefon is a great
talent who made a name in
Windsurfing internationally
by winning the Defi Wind
in 2010. It was no surprise
to me that he won. He is
built strong and loves to
Windsurf, lives at the sea
and can Windsurf almost
every day in front of his
house, with the wind at his
home in Port la Nouvelle
being strong most often
and very consistent. He
is still one of the younger
guys on the Tour and he is
focused. Expect to see a lot
from Pierre in the coming
years on the PWA Tour.«

fon

f o r m o r e i n f o r m at i o n
please check WWW.FANATIC.COM

Ray 100

Ray 110

Ray 120

Width 63 cm

Width 69 cm

Width 74 cm

Length 235 cm

Length 235 cm

Length 235 cm

Fittings Ray
Choco Fins 36 cm G10;
Medium Tuttle Box;

Fittings Ray
Choco Fins 40 cm G10;
Medium Tuttle Box;

Fittings Ray
Choco Fins 44 cm G10;
Medium Tuttle Box;

Sailsize 5.5 – 8.2 m²

Sailsize 6.0 – 8.6 m²

Sailsize 6.5 – 9.2 m²
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The Fanatic Ray – the go-fast board for every sailor, using the exact same design as our
race-ready PWA Slalom shapes. The Ray is a board built for speed and fun that any intermediate windsurfer can access – and available at a price any sailor can afford.
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Echoing the changes made in our Falcon lineup, the Ray 2014 has been updated to offer
even more looseness in turns, jibing power, and accessible acceleration – while still maintaining blistering top speeds. The increase in jibing ability comes from softened rails in the
front of the board; while tail cut-outs that have been increased in size and tuned-in shape
help increase control while planing. The already-proven scoop rocker line has been left
untouched, while the adjusted V shape in the nose and tuned-up tail release offer a better
ride than ever. Fast, but friendly – that’s the ride you’ll get with the Fanatic Ray.
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—— Mast base recessed for more control
—— Adjusted and added tail cut-outs on each size
—— Straightened tail outlines between the straps for more comfort and better control
—— Drawn-in pintails for low friction / drag and easy jibing and carving
—— Comfort heel rail – adjusted rail under the back foot combined with slightly more
tucked-under edge increased comfort, control and smooth carving / jibing
—— Thin soft rails on the front section, and increased V towards the nose for cutting
through chop and better jibing
—— Shallow double concaves – balanced for maneuvers and cutting through chop
—— Compact Design Concept (CDC)
—— Tuttle Box for big-fin ability
—— Proven super fast scoop rocker line with shorter flat section and higher entry
—— Release kick – slight tail kick for endless release – and no speed limits
—— Reduced V in the tail area for a neutral board trim
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falcon slalom
79 / 90 / 100 / 110 / 120

falcon slalom
130 / 140 / 152
f o r m o r e i n f o r m at i o n
please check WWW.FANATIC.COM

Falcon Slalom 79

Falcon Slalom 90

Falcon Slalom 100

Width 56 cm

Width 59 cm

Width 63 cm

Length 235 cm

Length 235 cm

Length 235 cm

technology BCS / LF

technology BCS / LF

technology BCS / LF

Fittings No Fin;
Short Tuttle Box;

Fittings No Fin;
Short Tuttle Box;

Fittings No Fin;
Medium Tuttle Box;

Sailsize 4.5 – 7.0 m²

Sailsize 5.0 – 7.8 m²

Sailsize 5.5 – 8.2 m²

Falcon Slalom 110

Falcon Slalom 120

Falcon Slalom 130

Falcon Slalom 140

Falcon Slalom 152

Width 69 cm

Width 74 cm

Width 81 cm

Width 85 cm

Width 90 cm

Length 235 cm

Length 235 cm

Length 230 cm

Length 230 cm

Length 230 cm

technology Full BCS / LF

technology Full BCS / LF

technology Full BCS / LF

technology Full BCS / LF

technology Full BCS / LF

Fittings No Fin;
Medium Tuttle Box;

Fittings No Fin;
Medium Tuttle Box;

Fittings No Fin;
Deep Tuttle Box;

Fittings No Fin;
Deep Tuttle Box;

Fittings No Fin;
Deep Tuttle Box;

Sailsize 6.0 – 8.6 m²

Sailsize 6.5 – 9.2 m²

Sailsize 6.8 – 9.5 m²

Sailsize 7.0 – 10.0 m²

Sailsize 7.5 – 11.0+ m²
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A speed revolution, refined. For down-the-slalom-course speed, the Falcon is the first choice for podium finishers
everywhere. Last year saw big chances in the Falcon range with great results; for 2014 we’ve taken rider feedback and
incorporated minor refinements to these test-winning shapes. The entire Falcon range has been under close analysis both
on the water and in our CAD system. The design objectives were simple: acceleration, top speed, and jibing performance.
The ultimate goal: the perfect blend of all three that guarantees Slalom wins. While the top speed of the Falcon was often
unrivaled, we aimed at improving control and turning ability. The softened rails in the front half of the board support
superb jibing performance. We’ve tuned and adjusted the cut-outs to increase control at the same time.

ter

The bottom shape has been modified to deliver better acceleration in combination with better jibing. Adjusted V shapes in
the front half with a slightly adjusted release of the tail deliver the best mix ever achieved. While tuning the bottom shape,
we have left the scoop rocker line untouched, as this is the main design feature of the shape and it has proven to be the
fastest we could find.
The Falcon comes in high-end, lightweight and stiff Biax Carbon Light construction. For Falcon-style performance in
a more cost-effective, Freeride-friendly construction, check the Fanatic Ray – the exact same shape as the race-winning
Falcon. For true light-wind performance around an upwind-downwind Slalom course – or for the ability to cover ground
at high speed at your local sailing spot – check out the PWA-competition-ready 130 and 140 liter models. On the GPS
speed course, the ultra-fast Speed models at just 45 and 51 cm of width are ready to take on the nuclear winds. Pure Slalom
performance, acceleration and now, speed in turns. You’ll be truly flying with the Falcon.

Ad j us t e d

Pierre Mortefon
about Peter Volwater:

»Peter is one of the guys who
is spending most of his time
on the water to train, test
and prepare himself and his
equipment. It's impressive to
see that throughout his long
career he has been following
this way year after year and
continues to be on top. Last
but not least, he’s always
one of the best all-round
riders on the Tour with good
results in Slalom as well as in
the Wave section …«
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s i z e :

1cm deep cut-outs on all the small boards 90, 100, 110 for better acceleration, top speed and board balance. On our
larger boards 120, 130, 140 we have a new cut-out concept starting with a lower 1cm deep section for early planing going
into a deeper section of 2cm for better release and less drag whilst giving amazing top-end performance. This feature also
enhances the jibing performance as you are able to further engage this section of the board in the turn. Slight rail cut-outs
on the two PWA lightwind boards, the 130 and 140, for better acceleration.
The tail wing concept on our larger sizes reduces drag and gives you faster acceleration. This is the perfect outline concept
as you need the power from the width of the board under your back foot, however reducing the planing surface is crucial
for acceleration and top speed.

K e y

F e a t ur e s

—— Mast base recessed into the deck for more control
—— Tail cut-outs’ size increased and adjusted
—— Slight rail cut-outs on the two PWA lightwind boards
130 and 140 for better acceleration
—— Straightened tail outlines between the straps for more
comfort and better control

—— Thin, soft rails in the front section of the board and
increased V towards the nose for cutting through chop
and better jibing
—— Shallow double concaves – balanced for maneuvers and
cutting through chop
—— Compact Design Concept (CDC)

—— Drawn pintails for low friction / drag and easy jibing /
carving

—— Proven super fast scoop rocker line with shorter flat
section and higher entry

—— Comfort heel rail – adjusted rail under the back foot
combined with slightly more tucked-under edge increases comfort, control and smooth carving / jibing

—— Release kick – slight tail kick for endless release and no
speed limits
—— Reduced V in the tail area for a neutral board trim

F a n a t i c windsurfing 2014
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Fanatic Product Manager Daniel Aeberli
about the brand new Falcon Formula:

»The new Falcon Formula is an evolution of the very successful shape features of the Falcon Slalom range. We invested
a lot of R&D work on that special board to be sure we can
deliver the perfect shape for winning Formula races. Very easy
to control and super fast from all angles.«

From Falcon to Formula. Evolved directly from Fanatic’s CAD developed Falcon Slalom
range is the brand new Falcon Formula shape. The sum of our Raceboard R&D knowledge has come together in this unique board concept. It offers the perfect balance of
upwind range and downwind speed to keep you confidently in the lead.
Incredible light-wind performance and accessible speed is generated from the precise mixture of scoop rocker line, rail shape, and volume distribution. For incredible acceleration,
the Falcon Formula features a slight concave in the tail area, while the double concave in
the opening V towards the nose means a smooth ride over the choppiest water. A strong,
powerful rail towards the tail lets this board fly upwind. The mast base is recessed for
increased stability and smooth laminar airflow. Built with the best materials available
– our high-end Biax Carbon Sandwich construction on the top and bottom and a super
lightweight finish, the Falcon Formula is ready to take off flying. Don’t miss your ride.

K e y
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—— New speed-proven rocker line taken
from the Falcon Slalom boards

—— Double inside back strap position for
high-wind setup

—— Single concave in the tail section for
better acceleration and top speed

—— Small lightweight pads and center
straps

—— Special cut-out design allows faster
acceleration and perfect board trim

—— Deep Tuttle Fin Box

—— Full Carbon lightweight construction

—— Powerful rail shape in the tail area for
better upwind ability

Daniel

Aeberl

i

f o r m o r e i n f o r m at i o n
please check WWW.FANATIC.COM

Falcon Formula 170
Width 100 cm
Length 230 cm
technology Full BCS / LF
Fittings No Fin;
Deep Tuttle Box;
Sailsize 8.0 – 12.5+ m²
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viper
What’s the best board on the water? The one that teaches the most new sailors how to Windsurf. That’s the Viper. With a
world-wide network of schools and rental center staff to work with, Fanatic has the perfect knowledge base to build the
best board to get new sailors on the water. The Viper works from the first time you stand on a board and hold a boom
and many times after – all the way to full-speed, in-the-footstraps planing.
Ultra-versatile with a compact retractable daggerboard and GFK PowerBox fin, the Viper can offer both true light-wind
glide and more advanced Funboard use in one package. The easy-on-the-knees Softdeck pad is great for first-time sailors
and more experienced novices alike. The nose handle makes moving the board around easy for anyone. To tune the board
for smaller or larger sails, there’s plenty of room for adjustment in the mast track.
All four sizes offer High Resistance Skin (HRS) durability. The Viper is prepared to accustom a range of sizes, age, and
abilities with 70, 75, 80 and 85 cm wide options to choose from. For schools or clubs, a plain white Softdeck version is
available. If you want to help create new windsurfers, it’s simple: get them started on the Viper.

F a n a t i c

R i d e

R i g :

The Fanatic Ride is perfect for all windsurfers who want to keep it simple! No confusion or hi-tech over-engineering,
these sails are all about fun and freedom! The rigs are supplied complete with mast, sail, boom with uphaul, extension
and mast foot, in a handy bag to keep all the parts together for your next Windsurfing session.

K e y
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v i p e r

—— CAD engineered power rocker line for optimum waterline and sub-planing pointing
—— Removable daggerboard for light air tracking and sealable slot for high-wind use
—— Multiple footstrap positions for Freeride and Cruising
use
—— Thinner outline for control and mastering footsteering
—— Pintail for easy release in learning jibes

K e y

F e a t ur e s

R i d e

r i g g

—— Modern performance shape – a great allround shape
that will suit both modern and older style boards, with
a huge wind / trim range
—— High quality materials – best combination of durable
yet lightweight construction, especially in key stress
areas
—— Compact luff / boom length – makes the sail more
compact and keeps components to minimum
—— Batten tensioner – integrated hex key driven batten
adjustment system; aerodynamic, effortless batten
trimming
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f o r m o r e i n f o r m at i o n
please check WWW.FANATIC.COM

ride rig 5.0 m 2

ride rig 5.5 m 2

ride rig 6.0 m 2

ride rig 6.5 m 2

ride rig 7.0 m 2

ride rig 7.5 m 2

boom 171 cm

boom 179 cm

boom 185 cm

boom 195 cm

boom 210 cm

boom 215 cm

luff 421 cm

luff 438 cm

luff 457 cm

luff 468 cm

luff 458 cm

luff 480 cm

mast 430 cm / 21 IMCS

mast 430 cm / 21 IMCS

mast 430 cm / 25 IMCS

mast 460 cm / 25 IMCS

mast 460 cm / 25 IMCS

mast 460 cm / 25 IMCS

Viper 70

Viper 75

Viper 80

Viper 85

Volume 150 l

Volume 160 l

Volume 190 l

Volume 220 l

Length 270 cm

Length 275 cm

Length 280 cm

Length 285 cm

Fittings Fanatic
Viper 34 cm & Daggerboard;
Power Box;
Sailsize 2.0 – 8.0 m²

Fittings Fanatic
Viper 34 cm & Daggerboard;
Power Box;
Sailsize 2.0 – 10.0 m²

Fittings Fanatic
Viper 34 cm & Daggerboard;
Power Box;
Sailsize 2.0 – 10.0 m²

Fittings Fanatic
Viper 34 cm & Daggerboard;
Power Box;
Sailsize 2.0 – 10.0 m²
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ripper
Windsurfing is the sport of a lifetime – that’s why it’s best to start young. Get kids riding right with the Fanatic Ripper.
It’s the perfect board and rig solution for the next generation of Windsurf heroes. The Ripper is available in two different
sizes – the classic 102 liter shape and larger 120 liter option for taller or older children.
Both boards offer compact, balanced shapes that emphasize easy-to-use performance and allow all-weather control. With
plenty of width for stability and light-wind planing power, the Ripper still offers a high top-speed for rapidly advancing
sailors or parents hoping to pass on their Windsurfing knowledge through demonstration. A wide range of foot strap
options and a removable center fin make the Ripper highly tunable – or the perfect board to grow with. The comfortable
Softdeck is easy on the knees while offering new riders all the grip and confidence they can dream of.
Between them, Fanatic Brand Manager and former PWA rider Craig Gertenbach, Fanatic UK agent Nik Baker and shaper
Sebastian Wenzel have 7 children of their own – meaning the Ripper’s conception and development was totally based on
real-world teaching experience and research. It’s the perfect board / rig combo to pass on the love of Windsurfing to the
next generation. Get kids riding right on the Ripper!

R i p p e r

K i ds

R i g :

Fanatic Brand Manager Craig Gertenbach and shaper Sebastian Wenzel also know how hard it is to find a good rig for
their kids. A sail that is light, durable, easy to use and most of all compact – that is the Ripper rig!

K e y

F e a t ur e s

—— CAD-crafted volume distribution for both stability and Freeride fun
—— Soft rails for easy introduction to jibing and foot steering
—— Easy on-off center fin to suit range of abilities
—— Durable total Softdeck pad for grip and comfort
—— Light, strong, compact kids rig

f o r m o r e i n f o r m at i o n
please check WWW.FANATIC.COM
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ripper kids rig 1.5 m 2

ripper kids rig 2.5 m 2

ripper kids rig 3.5 m 2

boom 125 – 170 cm

boom 125 – 170 cm

boom 125 – 170 cm

luff 195 cm

luff 260 cm

luff 290 cm

mast (Aluminium 2-pcs) 200 cm

mast (Aluminium 2-pcs) 265 cm

mast (Aluminium 2-pcs) 290 cm

ripper 102

ripper 120

Width 69 cm

Width 69 cm

Length 242 cm

Length 245 cm

Fittings Fanatic
Ripper 30 cm & 39 cm;
Power Box;

Fittings Fanatic
Ripper 36 cm & 39 cm;
Power Box;

Sailsize 1.5 – 8.0 m²

Sailsize 1.5 – 8.0 m²
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T-Shirt white
»Addicted To Ride«
men S – XL / women S – L

T-Shirt navy
»how we ride«
men S – XL

T-Shirt heather grey
»how we ride«
men S – XL

hoodie heather grey
»Addicted To Ride«
men S – XL
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Boardcover – for max. boardsize (length × width)

Fitted Cap »Fanatic« blue
unisex

Fitted Cap »F« Grey
unisex

Viper: 285 cm × 85 cm

M: 245 cm × 73 cm

Triple 240: 240cm × 61cm

Viper 70 / 75 / 80 / 85

Hawk Bamboo 125 / 135, Hawk LTD 125 / 135, Gecko HRS 105 / 112, Gecko Bamboo 105 / 112, Gecko
LTD 105 / 112, Shark HRS 120 / 135, Shark LTD
135, Ray 110, Falcon Slalom 110, Ripper 102 / 120

Quad TE 69 / 76 / 82 / 89/ 101, TriWave TE
69 / 76 / 81 / 88, / 95 / 103, FreeWave 76 / 86 / 96 / 106,
FreeWave TE 76 / 86 / 96 / 106, FreeWave TeXtreme®
86 / 96 / 106, Skate 100, Skate TE 85 / 93, Gecko HRS
98, Gecko Bamboo 98, Gecko LTD 98, Hawk Bamboo
97, Hawk LTD 97, Ray 100, Falcon Slalom 79 / 90 / 100,
Falcon Speed 45 / 51

XS: 235 cm × 56.5 cm
Quad TE 69 / 76 / 82, TriWave TE 69 / 76, FreeWave
76, FreeWave TE 76, Falcon Slalom 79, Falcon
Speed 45 / 51

S: 240 cm × 61cm
Quad TE 89, TriWave TE 81 / 88, FreeWave 86 / 96,
FreeWave TE 86 / 96, FreeWave TeXtreme ® 86 / 96,
Skate TE 85, Falcon Slalom 90

S/M: 245 cm × 66.5 cm
Fitted Net Cap Grey
Unisex

Beanie Bobble Black
unisex

Beach Chair

Boardbag TriplE (length × width)

Quad TE 101, TriWave TE 95 / 103, FreeWave
106 / 116, FreeWave TE 106 / 116, FreeWave TeX
treme ® 106, Skate 100 / 110, Skate TE 93 / 101 / 111,
Hawk Bamboo 97 / 111, Hawk LTD 97 / 111, Gecko
HRS 98, Gecko Bamboo 98, Gecko LTD 98, Shark
HRS 105, Ray 100, Falcon Slalom 100

L: 250 cm × 78 cm
Gecko HRS 120, Gecko Bamboo 120, Gecko LTD
120, Shark HRS 150, Shark LTD 150, Ray 120,
Falcon Slalom 120

XL: 255 cm × 85 cm
Gecko HRS 135, Gecko Bamboo 135, Gecko LTD
135, Shark HRS 165, Falcon Slalom 130 / 140

XXL: 235 cm × 95 cm
Falcon Slalom 152

F a n a t i c windsurfing 2014

Triple 270: 270cm × 80cm
Quad TE 101, TriWave TE 95 / 103, FreeWave 106 / 116,
FreeWave TE 106 / TE 116, FreeWave TeXtreme®
106, Skate 100 / 110, Skate TE 93 / 101 / 111, Hawk
Bamboo 111 / 125 / 135, Hawk LTD 111 / 125 / 135,
Gecko HRS 98 / 105 / 112 / 120, Gecko Bamboo
98 / 105 / 112 / 120, Gecko LTD 98 / 105 / 112 / 120, Shark
HRS 105 / 120 / 135 / 150, Shark LTD 135 / 150, Ray
100 / 110 / 120, Falcon Slalom 100 / 110 / 120, Viper 70,
Ripper 102 / 120
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Club Mistral:

d ay s
h o l i

What is our company all about? Windsurfing, Kitesurfing, Surfing and SUP in the most beautiful and
windy places of the world, unforgettable holidays
and the most fun on the water. With 19 Windsurfing,
11 Kitesurfing, 14 SUP and 6 Surfing centers in 14
destinations worldwide, we have managed to become
one of the leaders in the water sports / tourism section.
To round it off, we have an in-house travel agency,
Travel People Ltd., which is always happy to give advice when it comes to complete travel packages. Club
Mistral – The Ocean Ambassadors.
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Club Nathalie
Simon:
For your best holiday ever, try our new boards at
one of our Fanatic centers, in some of the most
beautiful watersport destinations worldwide!

Come and enjoy your passion
of watersports in one of our
Club Nathalie Simon Windsurf
Centers, situated in some of
the best spots worldwide! With
your family or with friends
you will find a welcoming crew
who will make your holidays a
real pleasure!

company@club-mistral.com
www.club-mistral.com

info@sport-away.com
www.sport-away.com

3W :
Our surf stations are positioned directly on some of
the best spots for Windsurfing and our professional
teams are waiting for you on site with the latest materials from Fanatic and NorthSails.
www.3w-surf.com
info@3w-surf.com

Fanatic The Boarder’s Center:
» A D D ICTION S HO W S CO M M IT M ENT ! «
If like us, you are Addicted to Ride, Addicted to Travel
and Addicted to Unique Sensations, come and enjoy the
very best of our board sports, atmosphere and lifestyle at
our FBC centers located at top spots around the globe.
At FBC, we are committed to your addictions and to sharing them with you – made by Boarders, for Boarders.
company@fanatic-boarderscenter.com
www.fanatic-boarderscenter.com

Fanatic Windsurf Camps with
Tom & Yoli de Brendt:

Planet Allsports:

Our Fanatic Windsurf Camps should transmit all the fun
of this sport – a week packed with knowledge, exercises
and Windsurfing training in great company, with good
times together on and off of the water and lots of fun!
During our camps everybody will improve their Windsurfing level in a relaxed but progressive and very enjoyable
week at some of the best Windsurf spots worldwide.

Often it’s more than just the best equipment and the best
location for difference. It is that special something you
can find again in all Planet Allsports center. At places like
Dahab, Soma Bay, Boavista, Rhodes, Kos, El Yaque and
Essaouira our international team offers exceptional service
for your perfect Windsurfing-, Kite-, Surf- and SUP-holiday. Our headoffice team is always happy to give advice
with booking the equipment of your needs and offers you
even complete packages for your active holidays.

www.windsurflabor.de
www.club-mistral.com
www.fanatic-boarderscenter.com

info@planetallsports.com
www.planetallsports.com
Hotline: +49-8241-918346
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Club Aldiana:
Holidays with friends!
www.aldiana.com
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SUP is the watersport of the future –
and the future of SUP is Fanatic

Bringing decades of board-shaping and construction knowledge to
a rapidly evolving sport with many newcomers, Fanatic is perfectly
positioned with the knowledge of a veteran, the vision of an innovator,
and a dedicated mission to build the best paddleboards on the planet.
Whether you’re charging surf or charging over the finish line, a Fanatic
is what you want to be paddling.
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wave c o l l e c t i o n
ProWave
LTD

ProWave
HRS

AllWave
HRS

al l rou n d c ol l ec t i on
fly WE

fly HRS

kid s

fly PURE

tour ing collection

Ripper

ray

Ray BVI

R ac e c o l l e c ti o n

Clear wood

Model 2014	Volume

Width	Length	Thickness	Board Technology	Mastfoot insert

ProWave LTD 8’0”; ProWave HRS 8’0”

92 l

28.25” / 71.8 cm

8’0” / 243.8 cm

–

IC / LF; HRS

ProWave LTD 8’5”; ProWave HRS 8’5”

109 l

28.75” / 73 cm

8’5” / 256.5 cm

–

IC / LF; HRS

ProWave LTD 8’10”; ProWave HRS 8’10”

119 l

29.25” / 74.3 cm

8’10” / 269.2 cm

–

IC / LF; HRS

ProWave LTD 9’3”; ProWave HRS 9’3” 	

134 l

30.5” / 77.5 cm

9’3” / 281.9 cm

–

IC / LF; HRS

ProWave LTD 9’6”; ProWave HRS 9’6”

153 l

31.25” / 79.4 cm

9’6” / 289.6 cm

–

IC / LF; HRS

ProWave LTD 9’10” Semi Gun

131 l

28.5” / 72.4 cm

9’10” / 299.7 cm

–

IC / LF

AllWave HRS 8’6”

130 l

30” / 76.2 cm

8’6” / 259 cm

–

HRS

AllWave HRS 8’11”

150 l

31” / 78.7 cm

8’11” / 271.9 cm

–

HRS

AllWave HRS 9’1”

160 l

31.75” / 80.6 cm

9’1” / 277 cm

–

HRS

AllWave HRS 9’5”

170 l

32.25” / 81.9 cm

9’5” / 287 cm

–

HRS

AllWave HRS 9’10”

191 l

33” / 83.8 cm

9’10” / 299.7 cm

–

HRS

Fly WE 10’0”; Fly HRS 10’0”, Fly Pure 10’0”

159 l

30” / 76.2 cm

10’0” / 305 cm

–

WE; HRS; PURE 	

Fly WE 10’6”; Fly HRS 10’6”, Fly Pure 10’6”

177 l

31” / 78.7 cm

10’6” / 320 cm

–

WE; HRS; PURE 	

Fly HRS 11’0”; Fly Pure 11’0”

217 l

32” / 81.3 cm

11’0” / 335.3 cm

–

HRS; PURE 	

Fly HRS 11’6”; Fly Pure 11’6”

236 l

33” / 83.8 cm

11’6” / 350.5 cm

–

HRS; PURE

Fly HRS 11’6” Center Fin; Fly Pure 11’6” Center Fin

236 l

33” / 83.8 cm

11’6” / 350.5 cm

–

HRS; PURE 	

Ripper 8’6”

130 l

30” / 76.2 cm

8’6” / 259 cm

–

HRS - SoftTop

Ray 11’0” × 30”

223 l

30” / 76.2 cm

11’0” / 335.3 cm

–

HRS

Ray 12’0” × 31.75”; Ray 12’0” × 31.75” BVI

271 l

31.75” / 80.7 cm

12’0” / 365.7 cm

–

HRS

Fly Race 12’6” Clear Wood

245 l

30.5”/77.5cm

12’6”/381 cm

–	Clear Wood		

Falcon Carbon 12’6” × 24.75”

266 l

24.75” / 62.9 cm

12’6” / 381 cm

–	CS / LF		

Falcon Carbon 12’6” × 27.25”; Falcon HRS 12’6” × 27.25”

284 l

27.25” / 69.2 cm

12’6” / 381 cm

–	CS / LF; HRS		

Falcon Carbon 12’6” × 30”; Falcon HRS 12’6” × 30”

282 l

30” / 76.2 cm

12’6” / 381 cm

–	CS / LF; HRS		

Falcon Carbon 14’0” × 24.75”

–	CS / LF		

×
×
×
×
×
×
×
×
×
×
×
×
×
×
×
×
×
×
×

276 l

24.75” / 62.9 cm

14’0” / 426.7 cm

Falcon Carbon 14’0” × 27.25”; Falcon HRS 14’0” × 27.25” 294 l

27.25” / 69.2 cm

14’0” / 426.7 cm

–	CS / LF; HRS		

Falcon Carbon 14’0” × 30”; Falcon HRS 14’0” × 30”

317 l

30” / 76.2 cm

14’0” / 426.7 cm

–	CS / LF; HRS		

Fly Air Premium 9’0”; Fly Air 9’0”

146 l

31” / 79 cm

9’0” / 274 cm

4” / 10 cm	DL; STR		

Fly Air Premium 10’0”; Fly Air 10’0”

190 l

33” / 84 cm

10’0” / 305 cm

4” / 10 cm	DL; STR		

Fly Air Premium 10’6”; Fly Air 10’6”

210 l

34” / 86.4 cm

10’6” / 320 cm

4” / 10 cm	DL; STR		

Fly Air Premium 10’8”; Fly Air 10’8”

245 l

34” / 86.4 cm

10’8” / 325 cm

4.5” / 11.5 cm	DL; STR

Fly Air Premium Touring 11’0”; Fly Air Touring 11’0”

265 l

32” / 81 cm

11’0” / 335 cm

6” / 15 cm	DL	

Fly Air Premium Touring 12’0”; Fly Air Touring 12’0”

300 l

34” / 86.4 cm

12’0” / 366 cm

6” / 15 cm	DL	

Fly Air Race 12’6” × 26.5”

274 l

26.5”/67.3 cm

12’6”/381 cm

6” / 15 cm	DL Light		

Fly Air Race 12’6” × 29”

300 l

29”/73.7 cm

12’6”/381 cm

6” / 15 cm	DL Light		

Fly Air Race 14’0” × 26.5”

314 l

26.5”/67.3 cm

14’0” / 426.7 cm

6” / 15 cm	DL Light		

Fly Air Race 14’0” × 29”

335 l

29”/73.7 cm

14’0” / 426.7 cm

6” / 15 cm	DL Light		

IC / LF: Innegra Carbon Light Finish

WE: Custom Wood Technology

DL: Double Layer Technology

HRS: High Resistance Skin

CS / LF: Carbon Sandwich Light Finish

STR: Stringer Technology

Falcon Carbon

Wave advanced

Falcon HRS

i n f l atab l e c o l l e c ti o n
fly air
premium

Fly Air

Fly Air
Premium
Touring

Fly Air
Touring

Wave allround	Entry level / Allround	Touring	Race

× (only Premium Edition)
× (only Premium Edition)
× (only Premium Edition)
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Fly Air Race

BLADE AREA 580 cm2

8.0"

7.25"
Length 160 – 220 cm
Length 219 cm
BLADE Width 18.4 cm

non adjustable

adjustable

8.0"

8.0"

BLADE AREA 580 cm2

8.0"

Length 160 – 220 cm

Length 160 – 220 cm

Length 160 – 220 cm

Length 160 – 220 cm

Length 219 cm

Length 219 cm

Length 219 cm

BLADE Width 20.3 cm

BLADE Width 20.3 cm

BLADE Width 20.3 cm

BLADE Width 20.3 cm

BLADE AREA 639 cm

BLADE AREA 639 cm

BLADE AREA 639 cm

2

2

ard

3 - p ie

ce

3 - p ie

k id s

available as

available as

available as

adjustable

adjustable

adjustable

BLADE AREA 678 cm2

2

ce

8.6"

Click

8.6"
Length 170 – 210 cm

Length 170 – 210 cm

BLADE width 22.0 cm

BLADE Width 22.0 cm

BLADE AREA 678 cm2

BLADE AREA 678 cm2

Alu

adjustable

s ta n d

shaft mate ri al :

BLADE Width 18.4 cm

non adjustable

available as

Convert to kids paddle

Length 219 cm

available as

on 25

Remove center piece

Length 160 – 220 cm

sh aft mate ri al :

7.25"

carb

P a dd l e

alu

adjustable

on 40

shaft mate ri al :

non adjustable

rb
oo ca

Alu

bamb

available as

innegra carbon 80%

sh aft mate ri al :

3K carbon 100%

adjustable

on 80

sh aft mate ri al :

available as

rb
ra ca

carbon 25% / Glass

in n e g

sh aft mate ri al :

o
on pr

carbon 40%/ glass

Carb

s t a n d a rd

P a dd l e

shaft mate ri al :

C a rb o n

7.1"
Length 130 – 170 cm
BLADE Width 18.0 cm

Click

BLADE AREA 410 cm2
Click

b l a d e m at e r i a l :

3K Carbon

blade mat e ri al:

Innegra Carbon

bl ade material :

Bamboo

bl ade material :

PA-Glass reinforced
+ rubber edge

C a rb o n Pr o

I n n e g r a C a rb o n 8 0

B a mb o o C a rb o n 4 0

C a rb o n 2 5

The combination of our
new Union paddle design
and 100 % 3k Prepreg
Carbon provides the ultimate elite paddle. Light in
the hands, reduced swing
weight, strong with ultra
fast flex response from
the tip of the blade right
through to the handle. The
Carbon Pro paddle is available in 8 ˝ and 7.25 ˝ blades
with fixed or adjustable
shaft lengths and integrated
ABS blade edge protector.

Innegra Carbon has the
perfect flex and strength to
weight ratio, with additional
surface strength to take the
knocks of everyday paddling
action. The Union system
has the best flex pattern from
blade tip to the handle, for the
most effective paddle stroke
on the market. The Innegra
Carbon 80 paddle is available
in 8 ˝ and 7.25 ˝ blades, with
fixed or adjustable shaft
lengths and integrated ABS
blade edge protector.

The Bamboo Carbon
40 paddle benefits from
the Union joint system
as well as the Bamboo
Glass Sandwich construction, controlling
twist and flex in the
blade. The ultimate entry level Carbon paddle.
The Bamboo Carbon 40
paddle is available in an
8 ˝ blade with fixed or
adjustable shaft lengths.

Our new entry level Carbon paddle combines an
excellent flex / weight ratio
and is perfect for entry
level paddlers looking to
upgrade from standard Alu
paddles. A special feature
is the fully integrated rail
blade protection, keeping
both your board and
paddle in one piece. The
Carbon 25 is available in
adjustable length with an
8 ˝ blade.

   

b l ad e m at e r ial :

b l ad e m at e r ial :

b l ad e m at e r ial :

PA-glass
reinforced

PA-glass
reinforced

PA-glass
reinforced

S t a n d a rd

S t a n d a rd 3 - P i e c e

K i ds

A top quality, high value
all-round paddle with a
solid aluminium shaft, a
flexible and durable plastic
blade and easy adjustment
range of 170 – 210 cm.
A new feature on our
Standard paddle is a foam
collar, to give the paddles
buoyancy and reduce sinking problems. This is also
removable if not needed.

Perfect for hassle-free travelling and storage and the ideal
partner for inflatable Fly Air boards, air travel and smaller
cars or public transport, transportable in 3 parts for
space saving. Our robust Aluminium Standard paddle is
adjustable from 170 – 210 cm with 2 new features – a foam
collar, to give the paddles buoyancy and reduce sinking
problems, removable if not needed. And the middle section of the paddle can be removed, converting the 3-piece
paddle into a kids length paddle, ideal for families sharing
one paddle.

Specifically designed for
juniors and the perfect
partner for our Ripper
Kids’ SUP boards, the quality alloy shaft and stiff, durable plastic blade deliver
just the right amount of
flex for younger paddlers
or lighter riders. Adjustable
from 130 – 170 cm.
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ennet
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t

Firefly
5’10”, 6’0”, 6’2” Bump Swallow Tails

kyron

rathbo

Diamond
5’8”, 5’10”, 6’0”, 6’3” Diamond Tail

Moonshine
6’1”, 6’4"

crazy Diamond
5’4”, 5’7” Diamond Tail

ne

Fun Eggs
6’2”, 6’6”, 6’10”

tes
kai ba

wing attack
6’8”, 7’2”

Stylemaster
9'1"

mini-mal
7'6", 8'0", 8'3"

Model 2014	Volume

Width	Length	Thickness	Board Technology	Fin System Polyester	Fin System Bamboo Epoxy

Firefly 5’10”

26.55 l

18 ¾” / 47.6 cm

5’10” / 177.8 cm

2 ¼” / 5.71 cm

Polyester

M3 Thruster FCS

–

Firefly 6’0”

29.24 l

19” / 48.26 cm

6’0” / 182.9 cm

2 5 16” / 5.87 cm

Polyester

M5 Thruster FCS

–
–

Firefly 6’2”

30.55 l

19 ¼” / 48.9 cm

6’2” / 187.9 cm

2 3 8” / 6.03 cm

Polyester

M5 Thruster FCS

Diamond 5’8”

27.47 l

19 ¼” / 48.9 cm

5’8” / 172.7 cm

2 3 16” / 5.56 cm

Polyester / Bamboo Epoxy

M5 Thruster FCS

M5 Thruster FCS

Diamond 5’10”

29.46 l

19 ½” / 49.5 cm

5’10” / 177.8 cm

2 ¼” / 5.71 cm

Polyester / Bamboo Epoxy

M5 Thruster FCS

M5 Thruster FCS

Diamond 6’0”

32.42 l

20” / 50.8 cm

6’0” / 182.9 cm

2 3 8” / 6.03 cm

Polyester / Bamboo Epoxy

M5 Thruster FCS

M5 Thruster FCS

Diamond 6’3”

38.87 l

21” / 53.3 cm

6’3” / 190.6 cm

2 5 8” / 6.67 cm

Polyester / Bamboo Epoxy

M5 Thruster FCS

M5 Thruster FCS

Crazy Diamond 5’4”

30.09 l

20 ½” / 52.1 cm

5’4” / 162.6 cm

2

” / 6.03 cm	Bamboo Epoxy

–

M3 Thruster FCS

Crazy Diamond 5’7” 34.76 l

21 ½” / 54.6 cm

5’7” / 170.2 cm

2 ½” / 6.35 cm	Bamboo Epoxy

–

M5 Thruster FCS

Moonshine 6’1”

37.45 l

20 ½” / 52.1 cm

6’1” / 185.4 cm

2

” / 6.67 cm

Polyester / Bamboo Epoxy

M5 Thruster FCS

M5 Thruster FCS

Moonshine 6’4”

41.96 l

21” / 53.34 cm

6’4” / 193 cm

2 ¾” / 6.98 cm

Polyester / Bamboo Epoxy

M5 Thruster FCS

M5 Thruster FCS

Fun Egg 6’2”

31.11 l

20 ¾” / 52.7 cm

6’2

” / 6.03 cm	Bamboo Epoxy

–

M5 Thruster FCS

Fun Egg 6’6”

42.56 l

21” / 53.34 cm

6’6 ¼” / 198.7 cm

2 ½” / 6.35 cm	Bamboo Epoxy

–

M5 Thruster FCS

Fun Egg 6’10”

47.92 l

21 ½” / 54.6 cm

6’10 ¼” / 209.1 cm

2

” / 6.67 cm	Bamboo Epoxy

–

M5 Thruster FCS

Wing Attack 6’8”

43.14 l

21 ½” / 54.6 cm

6’8” / 203.2 cm

2 5 8” / 6.67 cm

M5 Thruster FCS

M5 Thruster FCS

1

8

” / 188.3 cm

2

3

5

3

5

8

8

8

8

Polyester / Bamboo Epoxy

Wing Attack 7’2”

51.61 l

22 ½” / 57.2 cm

7’2” / 218.4 cm

2 ¾” / 6.98 cm

Polyester / Bamboo Epoxy

M5 Thruster FCS

M5 Thruster FCS

Mini-Mal 7’6”

51.9 l

21 ½” / 54.6 cm

7’6” / 229.1 cm

2 ¾” / 6.98 cm

Polyester / Bamboo Epoxy

M5 Thruster FCS

M5 Thruster FCS

Mini-Mal 8’0”

57.46 l

22” / 55.9 cm

8’0” / 244.3 cm

2 ¾” / 6.98 cm

Polyester / Bamboo Epoxy

M5 Thruster FCS

M5 Thruster FCS

Mini-Mal 8’3”

60.9 l

22 ½” / 57.2 cm

8’3” / 251.9 cm

2 ¾” / 6.98 cm

Polyester / Bamboo Epoxy

M5 Thruster FCS

M5 Thruster FCS

Stylemaster 9’1”

71.2 l

22 ½” / 57.2 cm

9’1” / 277.3 cm

3” / 7.62 cm

Polyester / Bamboo Epoxy		Multisystem US Box

Multisystem US Box

+ 4 plugs sets. 2GL Side Fins + 4 plugs sets. 2GL side fins
& 1 × 8” single supplied
& 1 × 8” single supplied
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r a d i c a l wave
quad TE

triwave TE

freest yl e  | wave
freewave
TXTR

freewave
TE

fr ee style

freewave
CWS

skate TE

skate BGS

fr ee carve
hawk LTD

hawk bam boo

Model 2014	Volume

Width	Length	Board Technology

recommended Sail sizes

Quad TE 69

69 l

52.5 cm

225 cm

IC / LF

3.3 – 5.0 m2

Quad TE 76

76 l

55.5 cm

226 cm

IC / LF

3.7 – 5.3 m2

Quad TE 82

82 l

57.5 cm

227 cm

IC / LF

4.0 – 5.8 m2

Quad TE 89

89 l

60 cm

228 cm

IC / LF

4.2 – 6.2 m2

Quad TE 101

101 l

63.5 cm

230 cm

IC / LF

4.5 – 6.5 m2

TriWave TE 69

69 l

54.5 cm

226 cm

IC / LF

3.3 – 5.0 m2

TriWave TE 76

76 l

56 cm

227 cm

IC / LF

3.7 – 5.3 m2

TriWave TE 81

81 l

58 cm

228 cm

IC / LF

4.0 – 5.8 m2

TriWave TE 88

88 l

59.5 cm

229 cm

IC / LF

4.2 – 6.2 m2

TriWave TE 95

95 l

61.5 cm

231 cm

IC / LF

4.5 – 6.5 m2

TriWave TE 103

103 l

63.5 cm

232 cm

IC / LF

4.7 – 6.7 m2

FreeWave TE 76; FreeWave CWS 76

76 l

56 cm

232 cm

IC / LF; CWS

3.7 – 6.0 m2

FreeWave TeXtreme® 86; FreeWave TE 86; FreeWave CWS 86

86 l

58.5 cm

233 cm	TeXtreme® IC / LF; IC / LF; CWS

4.2 – 6.5 m2

FreeWave TeXtreme® 96; FreeWave TE 96; FreeWave CWS 96

96 l

61 cm

234 cm	TeXtreme® IC / LF; IC / LF; CWS

4.5 – 6.7 m2

FreeWave TeXtreme® 106; FreeWave TE 106; FreeWave CWS 106

106 l

63.5 cm

235 cm	TeXtreme® IC / LF; IC / LF; CWS

4.7 – 7.0 m2

FreeWave TE 116; FreeWave CWS 116

116 l

66 cm

236 cm

IC / LF; CWS

5.0 – 7.3 m2

Skate TE 85

85 l

60 cm

229 cm

IC / LF

3.7 – 5.9 m2

Skate TE 93

93 l

62 cm

228 cm

IC / LF

4.2 – 6.4 m2

Sk ate TE 101

101 l

64 cm

228 cm

IC / LF

4.5 – 7.0 m2

Skate TE 111

111 l

66.5 cm

227 cm

IC / LF

5.0 – 7.5 m2

Skate 100

100 l

63.5 cm

235 cm	BGS / LF

4.5 – 7.0 m2

Skate 110

110 l

66.5 cm

237 cm	BGS / LF

5.0 – 7.5 m2

Hawk LTD 97; Hawk Bamboo 97

97 l

61 cm

240 cm

IC/ BSLT / LF; BOS / LF

4.5 – 7.5 m2

Hawk LTD 111; Hawk Bamboo 111

111 l

65 cm

245 cm

IC/ BSLT / LF; BOS / LF

5.0 – 8.0 m2

Hawk LTD 125; Hawk Bamboo 125

125 l

69 cm

245 cm

IC/ BSLT / LF; BOS / LF

5.5 – 8.5 m2

Hawk LTD 135; Hawk Bamboo 135

135 l

73 cm

245 cm

IC/ BSLT / LF; BOS / LF

6.0 – 9.0 m2

Gecko LTD 98; Gecko Bamboo 98; Gecko HRS 98

98 l

63 cm

239 cm

IC/ BSLT / LF; BOS / LF; HRS

4.5 – 7.5 m2

Gecko LTD 105; Gecko Bamboo 105; Gecko HRS 105

105 l

69 cm

239 cm

IC/ BSLT / LF; BOS / LF; HRS

5.0 – 8.0 m2

Gecko LTD 112; Gecko Bamboo 112; Gecko HRS 112

112 l

73 cm

239 cm

IC/ BSLT / LF; BOS / LF; HRS

5.5 – 8.5 m2

Gecko LTD 120; Gecko Bamboo 120; Gecko HRS 120

120 l

77 cm

239 cm

IC/ BSLT / LF; BOS / LF; HRS

6.0 – 9.0 m2

Gecko LTD 135; Gecko Bamboo 135; Gecko HRS 135

135 l

83 cm

239 cm

IC/ BSLT / LF; BOS / LF; HRS

7.0 – 10.0 m2

Shark HRS 105

105 l

65 cm

240 cm

HRS

5.0 – 7.5 m2

Shark HRS 120

120 l

69 cm

245 cm

HRS

5.5 – 8.0 m2

Shark LTD 135; Shark HRS 135

135 l

73 cm

245 cm

IC/ BSLT / LF; HRS

6.0 – 9.0 m2

Shark HRS 150; Shark LTD 150

150 l

78 cm

250 cm

IC/ BSLT / LF; HRS

6.5 – 9.5 m2

Shark HRS 165

165 l

83 cm

255 cm

HRS

7.0 – 10.0 m2

Ray 100

100 l

63 cm

235 cm	BGS / LF

5.5 – 8.2 m2

Ray 110

110 l

69 cm

235 cm	BGS / LF

6.0 – 8.6 m2

Ray 120

120 l

74 cm

235 cm	BGS / LF

6.5 – 9.2 m2

Falcon Slalom 79

79 l

56 cm

235 cm	BCS / LF

4.5 -7.0 m2

Falcon Slalom 90

90 l

59 cm

235 cm	BCS / LF

5.0 -7.8 m2

Fal con Slalom 100

100 l

63 cm

235 cm	BCS / LF

5.5 – 8.2 m2

Fal con Slalom 110

110 l

69 cm

235 cm

Full BCS / LF (Deck & Bottom)

6.0 – 8.6 m2

Falcon Slalom 120

120 l

74 cm

235 cm

Full BCS / LF (Deck & Bottom)

6.5 – 9.2 m2

Falcon Slalom 130

130 l

81 cm

230 cm

Full BCS / LF (Deck & Bottom)

6.8 – 9.5 m2

Falcon Slalom 140

140 l

85 cm

230 cm

Full BCS / LF (Deck & Bottom)

7.0 -10.0 m2

Falcon Slalom 152

152 l

90 cm

230 cm

Full BCS / LF (Deck & Bottom)

7.5- 11.0+ m2

Falcon Formula 170

170 l

100 cm

230 cm

Full BCS / LF (Deck & Bottom)

8.0-12.5+ m2

Viper 70

150 l

70 cm

270 cm

HRS – Softdeck

2.0 – 8.0 m2

Viper 75

160 l

75 cm

275 cm

HRS – Softdeck

2.0 – 10.0 m2

Viper 80

190 l

80 cm

280 cm

HRS – Softdeck

2.0 – 10.0 m2

Viper 85

220 l

85 cm

285 cm

HRS – Softdeck

2.0 – 10.0 m2

Ripper 102

102 l

69 cm

242 cm

HRS – Softdeck

1.5 – 8.0 m2

Ripper 120

120 l

69 cm

245 cm

HRS – Softdeck

1.5 – 8.0 m2

IC / LF: Innegra Carbon Light Finish
CWS / LF: Custom Wood Sandwich Light Finish

IC/ BSLT / LF: Innegra Carbon / Basalt Cork
Sandwich Light Finish

BGS / LF: Biax Glass Sandwich Light Finish

BOS / LF: Bamboo Sandwich Light Finish

f reem o ve
Gecko LTD

Wave

Gecko
bamboo

f ree ri de
gecko HRS

freestyle

shark ltd

shark HRS

freeride / comfort

f ree rac e
ray

freeride / performance

sl al o m | sp ee d
falcon
slalom

e n try | k i ds
viper

slalom / speed	Entry

BCS / LF: Biax Carbon Sandwich Light Finish
HRS: High Resistance Skin
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ripper
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